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The Swish of the Curtain Macmillan Children's Books
From the strange case of 'The Red-Headed League' to the extraordinary tale of 'The Engineer's Thumb', Sherlock
Holmes and his assistant Dr Watson grapple with treachery, murder, and ingenious crimes of all kinds. But no
case is too challening for the immortal detective's unique power of deduction.
The Babylon File Simon and Schuster
Months after their rescue by the government agency Segment W, Robinson
Crusoe and his friend Friday have proven their skills as secret agents.
They're now climbing the ranks of this exclusive group of spies who
reports directly to the Crown. Suddenly, in the dead of winter, Friday is
shocked to see her father, who once tried to kill her, walking the
streets of London. She tries to elicit the help of Segment W, but they
are preoccupied with the continued investigation into an organization
that staged a kidnapping of the king's daughter. What will she do? As
Friday's past comes back to haunt her, she, Crusoe, and Daniel Defoe must
uncover the mystical Circle of XIII's sinister plans to recruit new
members into the society using dangerous and magical means. How does her
father fit into all of this? Will they be able to escape unscathed? Day
of Ice is the second installment of a series that thrusts a young
Robinson Crusoe into a new world of espionage, intrigue, and peril.

The Great Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Pan Macmillan
The Adventure of the Priory School - Sherlock Holmes: ILLUSTRATED EDITION Another
adventure by the brilliant Sherlock Holmes, the world's most famous detective is presented for
mental stimulation and your enjoyment. Once again Holmes will come to the "only logical
conclusion" as he solves yet another mystery. After all, "It's elementary, Watson!" Sure to be enjoyed
by all. Recommended by The Gunston Trust for Nonviolence in Literature for Children & Young
Adults. Ages Adult & Young Adult+
Pushkin Children's Books
“Sherlock Holmes crossed with Buffy the Vampire Slayer.” —Chicago Tribune Newly arrived
in New Fiddleham, New England, 1892, and in need of a job, Abigail Rook meets R. F.
Jackaby, an investigator of the unexplained with a keen eye for the extraordinary--including
the ability to see supernatural beings. Abigail has a gift for noticing ordinary but important
details, which makes her perfect for the position of Jackaby’s assistant. On her first day,
Abigail finds herself in the midst of a thrilling case: A serial killer is on the loose. The police
are convinced it’s an ordinary villain, but Jackaby is certain the foul deeds are the work of
the kind of creature whose very existence the local authorities--with the exception of a
handsome young detective named Charlie Cane--seem adamant to deny. “The rich world of
this debut demands sequels.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review “We honestly couldn’t put it
down.” —Nerdist.com “Toss together an alternate 19th-century New England city, a strong
tradition of Sherlockian pastiche, and one seriously ugly hat, and this lighthearted and assured
debut emerges, all action and quirk.” —Publishers Weekly • A Top Ten Fall ’14 Kids’ Indie
Next Pick • A 2014 Kirkus Reviews Best Book for Young Adults • A 2015 YALSA Top Ten
Best Fiction for Young Adults Title • A 2015 Pacific Northwest Book Award Winner • A
2015–2016 Georgia Peach Award Nominee • A Junior Library Guild Selection
Mycroft Holmes Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR)
Night Break is the eighth in the Young Sherlock Holmes series in which the iconic
detective is reimagined as a brilliant, troubled and engaging teenager – creating

unputdownable detective adventures that remain true to the spirit of the original
books. Sherlock's mother has died, his father has disappeared in India and his
sister is acting strangely. The Holmes family seems to be falling apart, and not
even brother Mycroft can keep it together. But while Sherlock is worrying about
all of this, a man living nearby vanishes in his own house while Sherlock and
Mycroft are visiting. Where did he go, and what is the connection with a massive
canal being built in Egypt? The answer will rock the world, and tear the Holmes
family apart! Another fast-paced, brilliantly plotted adventure in Andrew Lane's
Young Sherlock series as the teenage Sherlock Holmes comes up against a fresh
crop of sinister, clever crooks. Sherlock Holmes: think you know him? Think again.
Death Cloud Tundra Books
Teen Sherlock battles a monstrous adversary on a mission to Ireland with his brilliant
brother, Mycroft. Young Sherlock is thrown into a tangled web involving a spiritualist
whose powers have attracted the attention of governments around the world. At the
castle where the medium is demonstrating his "gift," Sherlock finds a household in
turmoil. Servants and some of the guests are frightened but who--or what?--has terrified
them so much that nobody will speak out? Young Sherlock must bring all his powers of
deduction to bear in unraveling his greatest mystery yet. Sherlock Holmes: Think you
know him? Think again.
Death Cloud Pan Macmillan
The classic story of seven children with a longing to be on stage: the inspiration for
actors from Maggie Smith to Eileen Atkins In the town of Fenchester, seven resourceful
children are yearning to be famous. One day, they come across a disused chapel, and an
idea is formed. With a lick of paint and the addition of a beautiful curtain (which, however
much they try, won't "swish" as stage curtains ought), the chapel becomes a theatre -
and The Blue Door Theatre Company is formed. The children go from strength to
strength, writing, directing and acting in their own plays. But their schooldays are
numbered, and their parents want them to pack it in and train for sensible jobs. It seems
that The Blue Door Theatre Company will have to go the way of all childhood dreams.
But with a bit of luck, and the help of some influential friends, perhaps this is not the end,
but only the beginning of their adventures in show business...

Black Ice Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd.
A new novel written by NBA All-Star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar! Fresh out of
Cambridge University, the young Mycroft Holmes is already making a name
for himself in government, working for the Secretary of State for War. Yet
this most British of civil servants has strong ties to the faraway island of
Trinidad, the birthplace of his best friend, Cyrus Douglas, a man of African
descent, and where his fiance�e Georgiana Sutton was raised. Mycroft’s
comfortable existence is overturned when Douglas receives troubling
reports from home. There are rumors of mysterious disappearances,
strange footprints in the sand, and spirits enticing children to their deaths,
their bodies found drained of blood. Upon hearing the news, Georgiana
abruptly departs for Trinidad. Near panic, Mycroft convinces Douglas that
they should follow her, drawing the two men into a web of dark secrets that
grows more treacherous with each step they take... Written by NBA
superstar Kareem Abdul- Jabbar and screenwriter Anna Waterhouse,
Mycroft Holmes reveals the untold story of Sherlock’s older brother. This
harrowing adventure changed his life, and set the stage for the man Mycroft
would become: founder of the famous Diogenes Club and the hidden power
behind the British government.
Sherlock Holmes: The Legend Begins Gasogene Books
After the harrowing experience of losing his mother while solving a brutal
murder in London’s East End, young Sherlock Holmes commits himself to
fighting crime … and is soon involved in another case. While visiting his
father at the magnificent Crystal Palace, Sherlock stops to watch a

remarkable and dangerous trapeze performance high above, framed by the
stunning glass ceiling of the legendary building. Suddenly, the troupe’s star
is dropping, screaming and flailing, toward the floor. He lands with a
sickening thud just a few feet away, and rolls up almost onto the boy’s
boots. Unconscious and bleeding profusely, his body is grotesquely twisted.
In the mayhem that follows, Sherlock notices something that no one else
sees — something is amiss with the trapeze bar! He knows that foul play is
afoot. What he doesn’t know is that his discovery will put him on a
frightening, twisted trail that leads to an entire gang of notorious criminals.
Wrapped in the fascinating world of Victorian entertainment, its dangerous
performances, and London’s dark underworld, Death in the Air raises The
Boy Sherlock Holmes to a whole new level. Be sure not to miss Eye of the
Crow, The Boy Sherlock Holmes, His First Case.
Jackaby Macmillan
"This enhanced 75th Anniversary Edition adds scholarly commentary and appreciation to
a complete facsimile of the rare, 1933 original edition."--Jacket copy.
Knightley and Son Macmillan
The first three books in Andrew Lane's Young Sherlock Holmes series in which the
iconic detective is reimagined as a brilliant, troubled and engaging teenager – creating
unputdownable detective adventures that remain true to the spirit of the original books.
Death Cloud The year is 1868, and Sherlock Holmes is fourteen. His life is that of a
perfectly ordinary army officer’s son: boarding school, good manners, a classical
education – the backbone of the British Empire. But all that is about to change. With his
father suddenly posted to India, and his mother mysteriously ‘unwell’, Sherlock is sent
to stay with his eccentric uncle and aunt in their vast house in Hampshire. So begins a
summer that leads Sherlock to uncover his first murder, a kidnap, corruption and a
brilliantly sinister villain of exquisitely malign intent . . . Red Leech The second novel in
the Young Sherlock Holmes series. Sherlock knows that Amyus Crow, his mysterious
American tutor, has some dark secrets. But he didn't expect to find a notorious killer,
hanged by the US government, apparently alive and well in Surrey – and Crow somehow
mixed up in it. When no one will tell you the truth, sometimes you have to risk all to
discover it for yourself. Black Ice The year is 1868 and fourteen-year-old Sherlock
Holmes faces his most baffling mystery yet. Mycroft, his older brother, has been found
with a knife in his hand, locked in a room with a corpse. Only Sherlock believes that his
brother is innocent. But can he prove it? In a chase that will take him to Moscow and
back, Sherlock must discover who has framed Mycroft and why . . . before Mycroft
swings at the gallows. Sherlock Holmes: think you know him? Think again.

Death Cloud: Young Sherlock Holmes 1 Adaptive Books
Chronicles the story behind the making of "Wallace & Gromit, The Curse of the
Were-Rabbit" with behind-the-scenes information as well as concept art,
storyboards, character models, set designs, and interviews with the filmmakers.

Day of Ice Ebury Press
In 1868, teenaged Sherlock Holmes faces danger in a train station for the
dead, a museum of curiousities, and downtown Moscow as he helps his
brother, Mycroft, who has been framed for murder.
Fire Storm Young Sherlock Holmes - Death Cloud
In 1868, with his army officer father suddenly posted to India, and his mother
mysteriously "unwell," fourteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes is sent to stay with his
eccentric uncle and aunt in their vast house in Farnham, where he uncovers his
first murder and a diabolical villain.
Death on a Pale Horse Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
"The twenty-first century is when it all changes, and you've got to be ready.'
Separate from the government; outside the police, beyond the United Nations-
Torchwood sets its own rules. A team of investigators, using alien technology to
solve crime both alien and human. This new British sci-fi crime thriller, created by
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Russell T Davies, sees them delve into the unknown. A group of people fighting the
impossible. The series stars Captain Jack Harkness, last seen in Doctor Who. This
novel is a brand-new Torchwood story. "

Rebel Fire Macmillan Children's Books
"Donald Thomas is the all-time best at Sherlockian pastiche." —Ellery Queen
Mystery Magazine In a momentous period of British history, Donald
Thomas’s latest Sherlock Holmes adventure pits the Great Detective and his
faithful biographer, Dr. John Watson, against an international conspiracy led
by a disgraced English officer. Colonel Hunter Moran bears upon him “The
Mark of the Beast”; his satanic ingenuity leaves a spectacular trail of
devastation. It runs from the annihilation of a British armored column by
Zulu tribesmen armed only with shields and spears, to a life-and-death
struggle on the sinking passenger steamer Comtesse de Flandre. The heir to
the French empire lies dead in the African dust. Europe is brought to the
brink of war by forged despatches, designed to enrich gun-runners and
assassins. The gold-fields and diamond mines of South Africa become the
playground of organized crime. Only the detective genius of Holmes can
prove a match for the unfolding criminality of Moran and his associates. With
Watson and Mycroft at his side, Sherlock Holmes again demonstrates
although the powers of the state and the underworld may try to overpower
him, they will never out-think his splendid analytical mind at the height of its
powers.
Young Sherlock Holmes - Death Cloud Macmillan
Kidnapped and taken to China, teenage Sherlock finds himself plunged into the heart of a
deadly mystery. How can three men be bitten by the same poisonous snake in different
parts of Shanghai? Who wants them dead, and why? The answers seem to lie in a
message hidden in a diagram that looks like a spider's web. But solving one puzzle only
leads to an even more urgent question: What has all this got to do with a plot to blow up
an American warship? To unravel the strands that entangle him, Sherlock must brave
terrors greater than any he has faced before. Sherlock Holmes: Think you know him?
Think again.

The World of the Magic Roundabout Macmillan
An exciting YA re-imagining of the characters from the original Robinson
Crusoe.
Jane Eyre Pan Macmillan
A latest entry in the high-action series finds teen Sherlock Holmes battling
for his life while struggling to learn the fates of his missing companions.
Young Sherlock Holmes 1-3 Pan Macmillan
The year is 1868, and Sherlock Holmes is fourteen, but he's already solving
some serious mysteries. In this thrilling mystery series, we witness
Sherlock’s true education in detection, as he discovers the dastardly crimes
of some brilliantly sinister villains. This ebook bundle includes all five books
in the series: Death Cloud, Rebel Fire, Black Ice, Fire Storm, Snake Bite, &
Knife Edge. "Purists will applaud." --The Wall Street Journal “A rollicking
good read.” –Kirkus Reviews
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